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Q: Esteemed Committee, with all the turbulence in the news right now, are we humans a 

greater spectacle than we've been in recent memory? 

C: No. Many wars humans have waged, have attracted more attention. What percolates now 

on Earth is not mainly driven by human activity; attention Earth now receives is because of 

human reaction. What the news reflects are these responses.   

 

Q: I can say for certain —pun intended— that I'd like more certainty myself, despite the high 

boredom cost many among us would have to pay. I understand the desire for accurate 

predictions, and we missed one. 

C: In reverse, you did not miss one. Mr. Trump was widely re-elected.   

 

Q: Then I was supposed to say that, Biden would "win".  

C: We do not provide criminal activity forecasts. It would undermine all your life plans, to a 

degree, for any and all of you reading these words. Doing so would achieve what? None of you 

reading this would be able to prevent or correct what was done.  

 

Q: What do Alien ET visitors to Earth see, in other words how do they interpret what is now 

observed? 

C: Variations exist among races or civilizations however overall, the consensus is 

fascination with human choice and resulting effects. More than ninety eight percent of the 

visitors recall similar social development steps in their own histories; they eagerly compare notes 

and observations. 

 

Q: Given the billions of human souls aboard Earth means triple that numbers of GAGs are 

also around.  

C: Within the definition of a being you would consider a guardian angel guide, the totality if 

about fivefold, not just three.  

 

Q: So eight billion plus forty, nearly fifty billion just around Earth. 

C: Yes.  

 

Q: Are the ET visitors aware of this? 

C: Of course, but your alien extraterrestrial cousins and the other visitors they allow to 

approach, are not materially better at detecting or interacting with their guides than are humans 

but for one principal difference; belief thus acceptance. Because ETs as you call them —because 

humans are alien ETs to earth also— accept this widely and nearly universally, they successfully 

communicate telepathically. Humans can do this also, with not much practice or effort. Steady 

over time attempts will establish it.  

 

Q: So among the 48-50 billion souls, ⅚ of them not incarnated, what percentage of the ⅙ 

remain unaware of telepathy?  

C: The vast majority unless prayer, such as in religion, is included. Then a majority of 

humans do believe in telepathic communication.  

 

Q: Can the Alien ET visitors communicate with our GAGs, the ten sof billions of them? 

C: Yes, however this is rarely done. Your guardian angel beings assume to role to 

accompany you, assist you and focus upon you. More likely is the guardian guide of the alien  

 



 

visitor the one to establish contact with the guides of a human.  

 

Q: So the human reaction to shift events —which even readers of this website doubt is or will 

occur— is what attracts the visitors?  

C: Nearly entirely at the moment, as related to humans. Earth is always a general attraction, 

humans or not. Earth has always received, does receive now and will always throughout the 

future of its physical existence, have visitors interested in your planet for the properties and 

qualities of the planet.   

 

Q: Why hasn't Earth been invaded or taken over? 

C: No gain or benefit.  

 

Q: Could we have been taken over? 

C: Your planet could have been destroyed easily, the matter of using physical force as a 

destructive weapon is not an obstacle. To dominate the surface and eliminate or control any 

species upon Earth is simple and easily achieved by many an alien ET visitor civilization, none 

of which ever would.   

 

Q: Why not? 

C: We use human martial arts as an example; once the student achieves the highest ranking 

or qualification, such human the least likely to use or misuse physical force.    

 

Q: Given the proliferation of media and volumes of information offered nowadays, from 

serious to bullshit, the speculation and the fascination with alien extraterrestrials have probably 

never been higher. What is the biggest obstacle mankind faces to broad, open across-the-globe 

knowledge and acceptance of alien extraterrestrial presence and visits to earth?  

C: The bulls have no opinion on the matter, thus offer none for it.  The obstacle is mankind 

yourselves. As we have often explained, humans create human governments, humans determine 

the opinions and perspectives they have of or hold when a part of, government. 

 

The choice to conceal the information is the obstacle. Alien ET visitors observed and established 

contact with the hierarchies humans have erected, because humans have demonstrated a strong, 

strong preference for these social structures. To do otherwise would be intrusive, invasive and 

worse, disrespectful. To have your arrangements respected requires the same given to others.  

 

When sufficient numbers of humans request alien extraterrestrial presence be revealed 

independently of human created authorities, it will begin to occur immediately.  

 

Q: I doubt I'd be able to properly survey enough ETs to provide an accurate polling, and 

what good would that be anyway, but what general consensus suggestions do they have, and 

what would they tell us if we'd collectively listen and accept that? 

C: To listen to one another. This means seek out ideas you dislike or simply do not 

understand well. Analyze, then disagree. Too easily do humans reject and disagree, and this asks 

for rejection. When humans achieve a fairly even balance of acceptance and rejection, all among 

you benefit.  

 

Q: Thank you Esteemed Committee, please answer questions readers offer. 

C: Certainly.  


